Recruitment-Services for the chemical,
pharmaceutical and processing industries
__________________________________________________________________________________

Sales Professional (m/f)
ID 400116
The Company
Our customer is one of the few companies that produce high concentration, inverse emulsion synthetic
thickeners for the paint, coating, construction, textile, detergent, adhesive and carpet industry. This
special and prestigious product line has enabled our Customer to capture a large market share in the
foreign markets.
The current production capacity of 230.000 TPA enables the Company to supply strategic destinations
from their key location, which is a natural bridge between Europe and Asia. Therefore, they export
their products to more than 50 countries worldwide including Multinational Companies, covering
markets in Europe, Asia, Africa, Middle East and Latin America.
Currently, we are looking for a ‘Sales Professional (m/f)’ based in Europe with home office option.

Duties




Market the client’s existing range of polymers to Central and Western Europe market.
Come up with suggestions of potential new products that can be developed at the client’s facilities.
Extensive travelling in Europe may be necessary.

Our requirements





Experience in the sales & marketing of water based polymers to the nonwoven industry in Europe.
Minimum 5 years job experience.
Candidates with technical background with application experience will be preferred.
Candidate should have extensive knowledge about the nonwoven industry in Europe (mainly
central & western Europe).

What we offer




Excellent opportunities for professional and personal development.
An exciting position in an international environment.
Work in a highly motivated, committed and open-minded team.

Become part of a successful company and apply now via ChemRecs for this position!
ChemRecs is specialized in the recruitment of specialists and executives in the chemical,
pharmaceutical and processing industries. Our continued growth underscores our competitive edge
over traditional recruiters.
Please submit your application documents, including your availability and salary, by e-mail to
jobs@chemrecs.de. We are looking forward to meeting you soon and would be pleased to clarify your
first questions by phone on +49 (0) 176 43540288
Your contact: Marylin George
Please visit our homepage: https://www.chemrecs.de/.
Follow us on XING and LinkedIn:

